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PELIA 
Design Monica Candussio  
 
 
The beauty of recovered and enhanced fossil woods adorns the rooms with furnishings that reflect 
the boundary between natural and thoughtful forms. 
Pelia represents this border: the exchange between man and nature. 
Human feeling portrayed in sensations and perceptions, put in contact with the external: the 
environment. 
Elements that change with time, every season gives a new layer skin to the wood, and man 
changes with it inextricably. 
Pelia represents this process of mutation, a symbiosis suggested by geometric shapes where the 
material itself is its memory. 
Geometric elements that tell its story, where a past made up of millennia, sun and light, and a 
present enclosed within an expression is written. 
The trapezoids on the doors and the two sheet metal plates make the piece of furniture original 
and precious. 
The two doors close a single compartment, inside which there is a tempered glass shelf and two 
drawers in solid wood with dovetail joints. 
 
Structure and doors in solid fossil Oak and iron plates 
Feets in metal. 
 
Finishes 
Oil finish based on natural wax and water.  
 
Care and maintenance of wood 
The woods used are of the highest quality and craftmanship. Is a natural material and when placed 
in a dry environment it lose humidity and consequently shrinks. In a very humid environment 
wood acquires humidity and size increase. These subtle reactions are natural movements and not 
considered as a defect. 
For a routine maintenance of wood use a soft or microfiber cloth. To thoroughly clean even the 
finest grain, follow the direction of the grain using a neutral PH detergent. Next, rinse with a well 
wrung out cloth and thoroughly dry all surfaces. 
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MODEL P100 
 
Size:     L 100 x W 51 x H 120 cm net weight 102 kg 
Body:    L. 100 x W 51 x H 100 cm 
Feets:    H 20 cm height adjustable 

1 shelf tempered glass 1 cm thick 
Doors:  2 solid wood doors. Upper part covered with wood mosaic; lower part 

covered with iron plates. 
Wood packaging: L 134 x W 67 x H 134 cm gross weight 195 kg 
Price:     
Wood packaging:   
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